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Abstract
Firewalls are the mainstay of enterprise security and the
most widely adopted technology for protecting private networks. As the quality of protection provided by a firewall
directly depends on the quality of its policy (i.e., configuration), ensuring the correctness of firewall policies is important and yet difficult. To help ensure the correctness of
a firewall policy, we propose a systematic structural testing
approach for firewall policies. We define structural coverage (based on coverage criteria of rules, predicates, and
clauses) on the policy under test. To achieve high structural
coverage effectively, we have developed three automated
packet generation techniques: the random packet generation, the one based on local constraint solving (considering
individual rules locally in a policy), and the most sophisticated one based on global constraint solving (considering
multiple rules globally in a policy).
We have conducted an experiment on a set of real policies and a set of faulty policies to detect faults with generated packet sets. Generally, our experimental results
show that a packet set with higher structural coverage has
higher fault-detection capability (i.e., detecting more injected faults). Our experimental results show that a reduced
packet set (maintaining the same level of structural coverage with the corresponding original packet set) maintains
similar fault-detection capability with the original set.
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Introduction

Serving as the first line of defense against malicious attacks and unauthorized traffic, firewalls are crucial elements
in securing the private networks of most businesses, institutions, and home networks. A firewall is typically placed at
the point of entry between a private network and the outside
Internet so that all network traffic has to pass through it. In a
distributed system, messages are encapsulated into packets,
which often pass through multiple access points in a network and firewalls are responsible for filtering, monitoring,
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and securing such packets as the parts of a distributed system [10]. Corruption or misconfiguration in firewalls may
cause that the firewalls fail to filter malicious packets properly and affect the performance and security of a distributed
system.
As security problems of firewalls are often caused by
misconfiguration in firewall policies, correctly specifying
firewall policies is a critical and yet challenging task for
building reliable firewalls [14]. There are many factors for
misconfiguring firewall policies. First, the rules in a firewall policy are logically entangled because of the conflicts
among rules and the resulting order sensitivity. Second, a
firewall policy may consist of a large number of rules. A
firewall on the Internet may consist of hundreds or even a
few thousands of rules in extreme cases. Last but not the
least, an enterprise firewall policy often consists of legacy
rules that are written by different operators, at different
times, and for different reasons, which make maintaining
firewall policies even more difficult.
To help ensure the correctness of firewall policies, researchers and practitioners have developed various firewall
analysis and testing tools. The main function of these firewall analysis tools is to detect “bad smell” (i.e., “anomalies”) in firewall policies based on some common patterns of
firewall configuration mistakes [2, 15]. Such firewall analysis tools are certainly useful; however, the main drawback
of such tools is that the “anomalies” may not be mistakes
and the number of “anomalies” could be too large to be
practically useful. Several firewall policy testing techniques
have been proposed [7, 9, 11]. However, these firewall policy testing techniques are not based on well-established testing techniques in software engineering. For example, these
techniques do not consider coverage criteria [16] for firewall policy testing
In this paper, we propose firewall policy testing based
on the concept of firewall policy coverage, which helps test
a firewall policy’s structural entities (i.e., rules, predicates,
and clauses) to check whether each entity is specified correctly. In firewall policy testing, test inputs and outputs are
packets and their evaluated decisions (against the firewall

policy under test), respectively. Given test packets and the
policy under test, when evaluating packets against the policy, our coverage measurement tool measures firewall policy coverage —- which entities of the policy are involved
(called “covered”) in the evaluation. Our systematic firewall
policy testing helps detect faults, which often do not follow
some configuration mistake patterns (e.g., anomalies [2, 15]
and configuration errors [14]).
Policy testers shall generate a test suite to achieve high
structural coverage, which helps investigate a large portion of policy entities for fault detection. We have developed an automated packet-generation tool (that can generate packets) for three packet-generation techniques: the
random packet generation technique, the one based on local constraint solving (considering individual rules locally
in a policy), and the most sophisticated one based on global
constraint solving (considering multiple rules globally in a
policy). As generated packets are often large and manual
inspection of packet-decision pairs is tedious, we have developed an automated packet reduction tool to reduce the
number of packets while keeping the same level of structural coverage.
We have conducted an experiment on a set of real firewall policies with mutation testing [4], which is a specific
form of fault injection that creates faulty versions of a policy by making small syntactic changes. We generate six
packet sets (for each policy): the first three are generated
by the three packet generation techniques, respectively and
the other three are their reduced packet sets, respectively.
Our experimental results show that among the first three
packet sets, a packet set with higher structural coverage (including rule, predicate, and clause coverage) often achieve
higher fault-detection capability (i.e., detecting more injected faults), which is measured through the number of
“killed mutants” (i.e., detected faults). Our experimental
results also show that a reduced packet set achieves similar
fault-detection capability with the original packet set.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents background information on firewall policies. Section 3 presents a firewall model. Section 4 describes structural coverage of a firewall policy. Sections 5 and 6 illustrate
our proposed packet-generation techniques and test reduction technique, respectively. Sections 7 and 8 describe a
mechanism of measuring fault-detection capability and an
implementation of our framework, respectively. Section 9
illustrates the study of measuring policy coverage and faultdetection capability. Sections 10 and 11 discuss related
work and issues, respectively. Section 12 concludes.

2

Firewall Policy

A firewall policy is composed of a sequence of rules that
specify under what conditions a packet is accepted and dis-

carded while passing between a private network and the
outside Internet. In other words, the policy describes a
sequence of rules to decide whether packets are accepted
(i.e., being legitimate) or discarded (i.e., being illegitimate).
A rule is composed of a set of fields (generally including source/destination IP addresses, source/destination port
numbers, and protocol type) and a decision. Each field
represents the possible values (to match the corresponding
value of a packet), which are either a single value or a finite
interval of non-negative integers.
A packet matches a rule if and only if each value of the
packet satisfies the corresponding values in the rule. Upon
finding a matching rule, the corresponding decision of that
rule is derived. When evaluating a packet, the firewall policy follows the first-match semantic: the first matching rule
is given the highest priority among all the matching rules.
Figure 1 shows an example of a firewall policy. The
symbol “*” denotes that the corresponding field’s range
(in a rule) is equal to the domain of the field and is satisfied by any packet. An IP address is a 32 bit value (e.g.,
192.168.0.0), which is represented as a four-part dotteddecimal address. Classless Inter-domain Routing (CIDR)
notation is used to represent IP ranges over an IP address
with a subnet mask (e.g., /16 or /24). For example, the range
of 192.168.0.0/24 implies IP addresses from 192.168.0.0
to 192.168.0.255. This range consists of all possible IP
addresses starting with the same left-most 24 bits (i.e.,
192.168.0) on the given IP address. Each of the remaining
8 bits (which do not have fixed values) is either 0 or 1.
The example has three firewall rules r1 , r2 , and r3 .
Rule r1 accepts any packet whose destination IP address
is the network 192.168.0.0/16 (which indicates the range
[192.168.0.0, 192.168.255.255]). Rule r2 discards any
packet whose source IP address is the network 1.2.3.0/24
(which indicates the range [1.2.3.0, 1.2.3.255]) and port is
the range [1, 28 − 1] with the TCP protocol type. Rule r3
is a tautology rule to discard all packets. Consider that a
packet k whose destination IP address is 192.168.0.0 and
protocol type is UDP. When evaluating k, we find that k
can match both r1 and r3 . Among the two rules, as r1 is
the first-matching rule, k is evaluated to be accepted (with
regards to the decision of r1 ).

3

Firewall Policy Model

This section illustrates a model of a firewall policy based
on common generic features. A firewall policy is composed
of a sequence of rules, each of which has the form (called
the generic representation) as follows.
hpredicatei → hdecisioni

(1)

A hpredicatei in a rule is a boolean expression over fields
on which a packet arrives. The hdecisioni of a rule can be

Rule
r1
r2
r3

Source IP
*
1.2.3.0/24
*

Source Port
*
*
*

Destination IP
192.168.0.0/16
*
*

Destination Port
*
[1, 28 − 1]
*

Protocol
*
TCP
*

Decision
accept
discard
discard

Figure 1. An example firewall policy
accept or discard and returned as the evaluation result when
the hpredicatei is evaluated to be true.
A packet k can be viewed as a tuple (f v1 , ..., f vn ) over
a finite number of fields F1 , ..., Fn , where f vi is a variable whose values are within a domain, denoted by D(Fi ).
For example, D(Fi ) of the source/destination IP address is
[0, 232 − 1], (which indicates [0.0.0.0, 255.255.255.255]).
In a policy model, we convert values in fields (e.g., IP address) to corresponding integer values to simplify a representation format. The hpredicatei is represented as a conjunction form as follows.
F1 ∈ S1 ∧ ... ∧ Fn ∈ Sn

(2)

We refer to each Fi ∈ Si as a hclausei, which can be either
evaluated to true or false. Table 1 summarizes the notations
used in this paper.
The first-match semantic (of a firewall policy) shows
the same behavior with the execution of a series of
IF-THEN-ELSE statements in program code. Given a sequence of rules, the following process is iterated until reaching the last rule: if a hpredicatei in a rule is evaluated true,
then the corresponding decision is returned; otherwise, the
next rule (if exists) is evaluated.
T
P
C
K
pi
ci
ri
Ri
Fi
Si
D(Fi )
Cpi (ci )
C(pi )
ki
f vi
P (ri )

a test suite
a set of predicates of the rules in a policy
a set of clauses of the predicates in a policy
a set of all valid packets such that ki ∈ D(Fi )
a predicate in a rule ri
a clause in a predicate
a rule in a typical firewall representation
(e.g., Figure 1)
a rule in a policy model representation
(e.g., Figure 2)
a field
a subset of domain D(Fi )
domain of field Fi
a constraint of a clause ci in a predicate pi
a constraint of a predicate pi
a packet
a field value in a packet
a path constraint to reach a rule ri in a policy
Table 1. Summary of notations

R1 : F1 ∈ [2, 5] ∧ F2 ∈ [5, 10] → accept
R2 : F1 ∈ [6, 7] ∧ F2 ∈ [5, 10] → discard
Figure 2. Example firewall rules

4

Structural Coverage Criteria

In firewall testing, exhaustive testing (i.e., executing all
possible test packets) is time consuming, inefficient, and often infeasible. Instead of exhaustive testing, we focus on
testing to cover only specific entities (i.e., a predicate tested
to be false or true) based on a set of defined coverage criteria.

4.1

Definition

Treating the firewall policy under test as program code
(i.e., IF-THEN-ELSE statements), we apply structural coverage criteria similar to the ones defined by Ammann et
al [3]. In this paper, we define rule, predicate, and clause
coverage criteria as follows. Note that P denotes a set of
predicates of the rules in the policy under test and C denotes the set of clauses in the predicates in P . T denotes a
test suite, which is a set of packet-decision pairs.
Definition 1 Rule Coverage Criterion (RCC) for a test
suite T requires that for each r ∈ R, the evaluation of the
test packets in T needs to match r (i.e, make p ∈ P to be
evaluated to true) at least once, respectively.
RCC requires that for each predicate p, p is evaluated
to true at least once. Figure 2 shows example firewall rules
where only two fields F1 and F2 are used. For example,
given two test packets, k1 (3, 5) and k2 (6, 10) over two
fields F1 and F2 , both predicates p1 and p2 (of R1 and R2 ,
respectively) are evaluated to true and RCC is achieved
by these two test packets.
Definition 2 Predicate Coverage Criterion (P CC) for a
test suite T requires that for each p ∈ P , the evaluation
of the test packets in T needs to make p to be evaluated to
true and false at least once, respectively.
P CC requires that for each predicate p, p is evaluated
to true and false at least once. We find that k1 and k2 do
not evaluate p2 to false. Therefore, we require one more

packet such as k3 (6, 11) that evaluates p2 to be false to
achieve P CC.
Covering every predicate in a firewall requires at most 2n
test packets, where n is the number of rules. However, the
minimal number of test packets (for P CC) could be less
than 2n because a single test packet can satisfy multiple
true or false branches of predicates. As RCC and P CC
do not require each clause to be covered, we then define
clause coverage criterion (CCC), which specifically targets
at covering each clause in a predicate.
Definition 3 Clause Coverage Criterion (CCC) for a test
suite T requires that for each c ∈ C, the evaluation of the
test packets in T needs to make c to be evaluated to true and
false at least once, respectively.
In CCC, each clause is required to be evaluated to true
and false at least once independently from other clauses.
Consider that p1 includes two clauses c1 and c2 (with regards to F1 and F2 , respectively). Figure 3 illustrates four
test packets that evaluate all combinations of true and
false (of c1 and c2 ) and the corresponding boolean value
of p1 (in Column 5). There are several ways to cover clauses
in p1 : (1) select k2 and k3 or (2) select k1 and k4 . However, instead of the first selection, the second selection has
an advantage to increase the coverage in terms of RCC and
P CC.
k1
k2
k3
k4

packets
(3,5)
(6,10)
(3,11)
(6,11)

c1
T
F
T
F

c2
T
T
F
F

p1 = (c1 ∧ c2 )
T
F
F
F

Figure 3. Sample packets for all combinations of true and false values of clauses c1
and c2

4.2

Measurement

We have developed a coverage measurement tool that
monitors whether rules, predicates, or clauses are covered
when evaluating packets against the policy under test. For
each structural coverage criterion, we define coverage measurements as follows.
Rule coverage measurements. For the rule coverage
criterion, rule coverage is the percentage of the number of
covered rules (i.e., predicates being evaluated to true) in R
over |R|.
Predicate coverage measurements. For the predicate
coverage criterion, predicate coverage is the percentage of

the number of covered predicates (i.e., predicates being
evaluated to true or false) in P over 2 × |P |.
Clause coverage measurements. For the clause coverage criterion, clause coverage is the percentage of the number of covered true or false values of clauses in C over 2 ×
|C|.

4.3

Structural Coverage and Fault Detection

Policy testers may generate and select a test suite to
achieve a certain (high) level of coverage. However, our
main objective, through testing, is to detect faults in the
firewall policy while reaching a certain level of coverage.
Coverage analysis helps investigate a larger portion of entities for fault detection using a test suite that achieves higher
structural coverage.
Consider that a fault in entities (i.e., rules, predicate, or
clause) may cause to output incorrect decisions when evaluating some packets. A fault in a rule’s decision (e.g., using
accept by mistake instead of discard) is discovered if
and only if the rule is covered and the derived decision is
verified. A test suite with high rule coverage may detect
such faults easily and increase our confidence on the correctness of the policy against such faults. Similarly, a test
suite with high predicate/clause coverage may have a high
chance to detect faults in predicates/clauses. Therefore, we
are interested in covering each entity at least once to exercise a wide range of the policy’s behavior.

5

Test Packet Generation

As manually generating packets for testing policies is tedious, we have developed three techniques to automatically
generate packets for a policy under test. The objective is to
generate packets for achieving high structural coverage.
In this section, p and C(p) denote a predicate and its
constraint, respectively. To evaluate p to be true (false),
a packet should satisfy the constraint C(p) (¬ C(p)) (for
the true (false) branch of p). C(p) is represented in the
form of Cp (c1 ) ∧ .... ∧ Cp (cn ), where Cp (c1 ), ..., Cp (cn )
are the constraints of the clause c1 , ..., cn in p, respectively.

5.1

Random
nique

Packet

Generation

Tech-

The random packet generation technique is straightforward. A packet k is in the form of (k1 , ..., kn ), where k1 ,
..., kn are numeric values over fields (such as source addresses), whose domains are denoted by D(F1 ), ..., D(Fn ).
Given the domains of the policy under test, the generator
for the technique automatically generates a packet k by randomly selecting ki (within the domain D(Fi )). While the

technique does not require the policy itself in test generation
and can quickly generate a large number of test packets, the
technique often lacks effectiveness to achieve high structural coverage with the generated packets. Due to randomness, the number of the entities (i.e., predicates or clauses)
being covered is often small in comparison to the total number of the entities in the policy under test.

5.2

Packet Generation Technique based
on Local Constraint Solving

In general, test generation should focus on generating
packets to cover those entities (i.e., predicates and clauses)
that have not been covered previously. Different from the
preceding technique, the technique based on local constraint
solving statically analyzes rules to generate test packets.
Given a policy, the packet generator for the technique analyzes the entities in an individual rule and generates packets
to evaluate the constraints (i.e., conditions) of the entities
to be true or false. The technique takes into account local
constraints (given by a rule) without considering the impact
of other rules in the policy.
More specifically, the generator constructs constraints
C(p) and ¬C(p) (for both true and false branches of
p). The generator generates a packet based on the concrete
values to satisfy each constraint. However, the generated
packets may not cover each clause (to be true and false).
To target at covering many clauses, the generator constructs
combinations of Cp (ci ) and ¬ Cp (ci ). For example, combinations Cp (c1 ) ∧ .... ∧ Cp (cn ) (for true branches of all
clauses) and ¬Cp (c1 ) ∧ .... ∧ ¬Cp (cn ) (for false branches
of all clauses) can be considered.
There are two major limitations of the technique. First,
the generated packets may fail to cover target entities due
to overlapping predicates (i.e., predicates that can be satisfied by the same packet) across multiple rules. As shown
in Figure 1, a packet k (whose destination IP address is
192.168.0.0 and protocol type is UDP) satisfies the predicates of both r1 and r3 but fail to be evaluated against r3 ,
which can be k’s potential target entities. Second, the technique cannot determine whether a structural entity could be
covered in advance. Some rules may be completely shadowed by other rules and never evaluated. In such cases,
there is no criterion to decide whether to generate additional
packets (based on other more capable solutions to solve the
same constraints) or stop testing.

5.3

Packet Generation Technique based
on Global Constraint Solving

To better generate packets to cover target entities, our
generator (based on global constraint solving) analyzes the
policy under test and generates packets by solving global

constraints (collected from the policy). The motivation of
global constraint solving is to take into account the influence of overlapping predicates across rules. Covering entities in a rule requires that the predicates of all the preceding
rules should be evaluated to false. To find such entities, we
define rule reachability as follows.
Definition 4 Rule reachability of a test packet k to reach a
rule ri ∈ R (denoting the set of rules in the policy) requires
that for each predicate p1 , ..., pi ∈ P (denoting the set of
predicates in R), the evaluation of the test packet k needs to
evaluate ri ’s preceding predicates p1 , ..., pi−1 to false and
pi to true or false.
All the reachable rules are feasible to be evaluated by
packets. Otherwise, infeasible rules could be detected and
removed similar to dead code in programs.
More specifically, to cover entities in a rule ri , we explore a (path) constraint P (ri ) that represents rule ri reachability. P (ri ) is represented as the form of ¬C(p1 ) ∧ .... ∧
¬C(pi−1 ) where C(p1 ), ..., C(pi−1 ) are the predicate constraints in the preceding rules r1 , ..., ri−1 . Given the path
constraint P (ri ), to cover the predicate pi in ri , the generator constructs two constraints P (ri ) ∧ C(pi ) and P (ri ) ∧
¬C(pi ). As the generator generates packets based on solutions of constraints P (ri ) ∧ C(pi ) and P (ri ) ∧ ¬C(pi ),
the packets reach ri and exercise ri ’s true and false
branches, respectively. To cover many clauses in a rule ri ,
the generator constructs constraints as follows. The generator conjuncts P (ri ) with the combinations of Cp (ci ) and ¬
Cp (ci ) in ri . In summary, P (ri ) is additionally used upon
the preceding technique to cover target entities by taking
into account the impact of overlapping predicates in the preceding rules.
The generator generates packets based on solutions for
the collected constraints. This technique is useful to generate packets with high structural coverage by taking into
account the impact of the preceding rules of a target rule.
However, this technique requires higher analysis time (e.g.,
constraint-solving cost) than the two preceding techniques.

6

Test Reduction

The number of generated packets can be high. In such
cases, it is tedious for the policy authors to manually inspect a test suite, which is a set of packet-decision pairs.
Therefore, we should reduce the size of the test suite for inspection without incurring substantial loss in fault-detection
capability. Since structural coverage is an important factor
for reflecting fault-detection capability, we can reduce the
size of the test suite while keeping its coverage level. In our
test reduction, we apply the minimization technique used by
Martin et al. [13] to reduce test packets.

Given a packet set, we evaluate a packet against the policy under test one by one. We use a greedy algorithm that
removes a packet from the packet set if and only if evaluating the packet does not increase any of the coverage
metrics that are achieved by previously evaluated packets
in the packet set. Therefore, the reduced packet set is a
set of packets where each packet contributes to cover (notyet-covered) new entities and increase coverage. However,
through such a greedy algorithm, this reduced set may not
be a “minimum set”, which includes the smallest possible
number of packets that achieve the same coverage level as
the original packet set.

7

Measuring Fault-Detection Capability

Fault detection is a central focus of any testing process.
In this paper, we use mutation testing [4] to measure faultdetection capabilities of a test suite. In policy mutation testing, we inject a fault into the original policy and thereby
create a mutant (faulty version). Injected faults can be of
various types including simple mistakes (e.g., incorrect decision in a rule) and complex configuration errors involving
multiple rules. The intuition behind mutation testing is that
if a policy contains a fault, there will usually be a set of
mutants that can be detected (killed) only by a test that also
detects that fault. In other words, the ability to detect small,
minor faults such as mutants implies the ability to detect
complex faults.
When different decisions are produced by the evaluations of the same test packet on the original policy and its
mutant, the test packet is adequate to detect the fault in the
mutant and we say that the mutant is “killed”. When various mutants are used, fault-detection capability of a test
suite is measured through the mutant-killing ratio, which is
the number of mutants killed by the test suite divided by the
total number of mutants.
Table 2 shows the chosen mutation operators for firewall
policies and their descriptions. Mutation operators may
change predicates, clauses, or decisions of a policy. We
classify mutation operators into two groups: (1) rule-level
mutation operators including RP T , RP F , CRO, CRD,
and RM R and (2) clause-level mutation operators including RCT , RCF , CRSV , CREV , CRSO, and CREO.
The first group modifies a predicate, rule order, or a decision in a rule. The number of generated mutants with
each mutation operator is equal to the number of rules of
the policy. The second group modifies a clause in a rule.
The number of generated mutants with each mutation operator is equal to the number of clauses. The total number
of generated mutants is proportional to the number of rules,
predicates, and clauses of the policy. Note that the mutant
generator for each mutation operator may generate equivalent mutants, which are mutants with the same behaviors

as the original policy; an equivalent mutant cannot be killed
by any test packet.
In our approach, we apply mutation testing to investigate
the relationship between firewall policy structural coverage
achieved by a packet set and the packet set’s fault-detection
capability.

8

Implementation

Our implementation (written in Java) includes four components: test generation, test evaluation, packet reduction,
and mutation generation. In the test generation component,
for packet generation based on local constraint solving, our
packet generator selects random values (that satisfy a given
constraint) for each field value of a test packet. For packet
generation based on global constraint solving, we leveraged
a theorem prover called Z31 . The component statically analyzes the policy under test. Then the component automatically collects and converts each constraint to the SMT-LIB
(Satisfiability Modulo Theories Library) format2 . Z3 analyzes this constraint and finds concrete solutions (i.e., numeric values), each of which is transformed to a test packet.
If no solution exists, Z3 outputs unsolvable.
In the test evaluation component, as no universal firewall evaluation engine is available, we developed a generic
firewall evaluation engine to simulate evaluating packets
against the policy under test. The engine parses and
stores rules as a List. When evaluating a packet, the engine searches for the first-applicable rule and outputs the
rule’s decision. Through packet evaluation, the evaluation engine also monitors the evaluation process of all the
packet/decision pairs and which predicates and clauses in
the policy are covered. The engine also automatically compares the evaluated decisions (on the policy and the mutated
policies) and log “killed” mutant information if the decisions are inconsistent.
In the packet reduction component, our packet reduction
tool observes the details of covered entities and their covering packets as well as the details of uncovered entities when
evaluating a packet set. In the mutation generation component, our mutator automatically generates mutant policies
by modifying the policy under test using the selected mutation operator.

9

Experiments

We carried out our experiments on a laptop PC running
Windows XP SP2 with 1G memory and dual 1.86GHz Intel Pentium processor. The packet generation tool generates
1 http://research.microsoft.com/projects/z3/
2 http://www.smtlib.org/

Table 2. Mutation operators for policy mutation testing.
Name
Description
Rule Predicate True (RP T )
A rule is applied to all packets by modifying every clause range to “*”.
Rule Predicate False (RP F )
A rule is never applied to any packet by modifying every clause range to
an invalid range (e.g., [10, 5]).
Rule Clause True (RCT )
A clause ci is applied to the field value f vi of all packets by modifying
the clause range to “*”.
Rule Clause False (RCF )
A clause ci is never applied to the field value f vi of all packets by modifying the clause range to an invalid range (e.g., [10, 5]).
Change Range Start point Value (CRSV )
The range in a clause is changed by modifying the start point value randomly.
Change Range End point Value (CREV )
The range in a clause is changed by modifying the end point value randomly.
Change Range Start point Operator (CRSO) The range in a clause is changed by increasing the start point value by
one.
Change Range End point Operator (CREO) The range in a clause is changed by decreasing the end point value by
one.
Change Rule Order (CRO)
Rule order is changed by exchanging the locations of two adjacent rules.
Change Rule Decision (CRD)
A rule’s decision is inverted (i.e., accept to discard or discard to
accept).
Remove Rule (RM R)
No packet can be applied to the rule simply by removing the rule in a
policy.

packet sets using the three techniques (random packet generation, packet generation based on local constraint solving,
and one based on global constraint solving). We use Rand,
Local, and Global to denote the packet sets generated by
these three techniques, respectively. For each policy, we
measured the structural coverage of each packet set and reduce the size of each packet set while keeping the same level
of structural coverage. We use R−Rand, R−Local, and
R−Global to denote the reduced packet sets, respectively.
The mutator generates mutants (using the defined mutation operators) by seeding faults in each policy (with one
mutant including one seeded fault). For each policy and
its mutants, the evaluation engine checked if a mutant is
“killed” and measured mutant-killing ratios of each packet
set (i.e., the number of mutants killed by the packet set divided by the total number of mutants).
We compare our proposed three packet-generation techniques in terms of effectiveness to achieve structural coverage by the generated packet sets. In order to investigate the
effect of structural coverage on fault-detection capability,
we aim to demonstrate that packet sets with higher coverage
can detect more faults than packet sets with lower coverage.
We have also conducted the same experiment with reduced
packet sets to further investigate whether this reduction significantly affects their fault-detection capability.
For each policy and packet set, the following metrics
are measured: structural coverage percentage (rule cover-

age, predicate coverage, and clause coverage percentage),
mutant-killing ratios, the number of packets in generated
packet sets and reduced sets, and packet generation time.

9.1

Instrumentation

We conducted experiments on 14 real-life firewall policies collected from a variety of sources. We obtained 42
real-life firewall policies from distinct network services.
As some firewall policies from the same network service
provider have similar structure, we choose 14 real-life firewall policies with distinct structures. These policies’ format
is the same as described in Figure 1.
We generated about two packets per rule for each policy and packet-generation technique. The random packetgeneration technique generated n × 2 random packets,
where n is the number of rules. For the local and global
constraint-solving packet-generation techniques, we first
generated the following two constraints for each rule: (1)
a constraint for evaluating every clause in the rule to true
and (2) a constraint for evaluating clauses, each of which is
within (but not equal to) its domain, to false and the remaining clauses (which subsume their domains) to true. Because
many clauses in firewall policies subsume their domains
(e.g., clauses with “*” marks in Figure 1) and these clauses
cannot be evaluated to false, we evaluated such clauses to
true in the second constraint as described earlier. The lo-
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Figure 4. Experimental results on firewall policies
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Figure 5. Rule coverage
achieved by each packet
set

Figure 6. Predicate coverage achieved by each
packet set
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cal constraint-solving packet-generation technique generated n × 2 packets. The global constraint-solving packetgeneration technique conjuncts the path constraint for a target rule with its two preceding constraints to form a new
constraint for solving. If the new constraint is found to
be infeasible (due to the impact of the path condition),
this technique cannot generate packets to satisfy such constraints and may include fewer than n × 2 packets.
When generating mutants, mutation operators may generate a mutated policy that is the same (syntactically) as the
original policy. As such a mutant does not include any fault,
we excluded the mutant.

9.2

Comparison of Structural Coverage

Figure 4 shows the basic statistics of each firewall policy. Columns 1-3 show subject names, numbers of rules,
and generated mutants for each firewall policy. Column “#
Packets” shows the size of the generated packet sets Rand,
Local, and Global, respectively for each packet generation technique. Columns 7-9 show the size of their reduced
packet sets (R−Rand, R−Local, and R−Global), respectively. Column 10 shows the analysis time (in milliseconds)
for generating Global (the most costly one among the three
techniques) and this analysis time also includes the time to
generate and solve constraints.
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Figure 7. Clause coverage
achieved by each packet
set

Global may contain fewer packets than Rand and
Local. The reason is that when solving a global constraint,
the constraint can be infeasible to be solved and a constraint solver returns a decision of unsolvable — no packets
are generated based on the decision. The analysis time for
Rand and Local is not shown in Figure 4. The reason is
that the time is too short to be measured in milliseconds and
negligible (in comparison with that of Global).
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the rule, predicate, clause
coverage metrics, respectively, of each policy achieved by
Rand, Local, and Global. We observe that Rand achieved
the lowest structural coverage. The reason is that randomly generated field values in generated packets have a
low chance of satisfying constraints for a rule, predicate, or
clause. We observe that Global achieves higher rule/clause
coverage than other packet sets. This observation is consistent with our expectation described in Section 5. On average, the Global is approximately 2% and 56% higher than
Local and Rand in terms of rule/clause coverage.
We also observe that for clause coverage, Global
achieves approximately similar (sometimes less) coverage
with Local. As illustrated earlier, Global may include
fewer packets based on the constructed constraints. When a
constraint is found to be infeasible, we did not take into account other clause-constraint combinations, which may be
feasible to solve for covering some of uncovered clauses.
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Figure 8. Mutant-killing ratios for all operators by subjects.

Instead, Local may cover some (but not all) target clauses
among such uncovered clauses. Furthermore, as our subjects have only a few or no overlapping predicates across
rules, the packet-generation technique based on local constraint solving could generate a packet set with almost the
highest structural coverage. If predicates are more complex,
we expect that Global shall perform better than Local.

9.3

Comparison of Fault-Detection Capability

To find correlation between each structural coverage and
mutation-killing ratios, we classify mutation operations into
two categories, rule-level and clause-level mutation operators (explained in Section 7).
Figure 8 shows the average mutant killing ratios for all
operators by policies. We observe that the mutant killing
ratios are similar over the generated packet sets and their
reduced packet set. The largest ratio difference between the
generated packet sets and their reduced packet set is less
than 2%. Rand and R−Rand show the lowest mutantkilling ratios. As Rand contains the largest number of
packets and the lowest mutant-killing ratios, we observe
that the size of a packet set is not highly correlated with
fault-detection capability. We also observe that Global and
R−Global achieve the highest mutant-killing ratios. This
result is expected as the evaluation of these packet sets can
involve more structural entities than the other packet sets.
We next present more details about mutants being killed.
Figure 9 shows the average mutant killing ratios for all policies by operators. For rule-level mutation operators, we observe that Global and R−Global achieve highest mutantkilling ratios. The reason is that the highest rule/predicate
coverage achieved by Global and R−Global helps exercise
more rules and detect faults in rules.
Among clause-level mutation operations, Local and R−
Local achieve the highest mutant-killing ratios over RCT ,
RCF , CREV , and CREO mutated policies. As Local
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Figure 9. Mutant-killing ratios for all subjects by operators.

and R−Local evaluate more clauses to true or false, the
packet sets are more effective to detect faults in a larger
portion of clauses in the policy. Global and R−Global detect more faults in CRSV and CRSO mutated policies.
The reason is that a packet in Global is based on a solution for a given constraint, which is solved by the constraint
solver Z3. Among all the possible solutions, Z3 tries to output solutions with lower-boundary values in the constraint.
Therefore, Global and R − Global are effective to detect
faults caused by the change of the start value of a clause
over other packet sets.
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Related Work

For testing access control policies such as XACML policies [1], Martin et al. [13] proposed policy testing approaches that define and measure policy structural coverage.
They also proposed to mutate policies [12], and generate
random requests automatically. Their proposed structural
coverage criteria and mutation operators are not directly applicable to firewall policies due to the semantic and syntactic difference. Our approach includes more advanced test
generation techniques (based on local and global constraint
solving) than random techniques.
Some researchers proposed firewall testing with test
cases generated based on their proposed criteria. Jürjens
et al. [8] proposed specification-based testing, which generates test sequences to cover a state transition model of a
firewall and its surrounding network. El-Atawy et al. [5]
proposed policy criteria identified by interactions between
rules. Their proposed criteria are used to test the correctness
of a firewall implementation instead of that of the firewall
policy itself, which our approach focuses on. In addition,
we also use mutation testing to evaluate our approach.
Several firewall policy testing techniques [7, 9, 11] inject packets into a firewall and check whether the decisions
of the firewall concerning the injected packets are correct.

These techniques lack rigorousness such as the use of coverage criteria and effective tools for generating covering tests.
In contrast, our approach is based on solid foundations and
advanced test-packet generation techniques.
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Discussion and Future Work

We believe that our approach could be practical and effective to detect real faults in firewall policies. Real faults
may consist of one or several simple faults described in our
proposed mutation operators (in Table 2). Therefore, the
detection of real faults often depends on that of the simple
faults, which are shown to be detected more effectively by
a packet set with higher structural coverage. In addition,
the policy testers manually compare the evaluated decisions
and their expected decisions to detect such faults. In such
cases, our packet-reduction mechanism is useful to reduce
the size of test packets.
Our current approach tests a (stateless) firewall policy.
We plan to extend our approach to a stateful firewall. In a
stateful firewall, the decision is not solely dependent on a
packet itself, but also on other resources such as previously
accepted packets and dynamic features in a firewall [6].
Testing such firewalls, which are represented as finite state
machines (FSM), requires to generate a series of packets to
cover states, edges, or paths in the FSM. We plan to extend our proposed test coverage criteria to address covering
states, edges, or paths in the FSM.

12

Conclusion

We have developed a systematic structural testing approach for firewall policies. We defined three types of
structural coverage for firewall policies: rule, predicate,
and clause coverage criteria. Among the three proposed
packet generation techniques, the global constraint solving
technique often generated packet sets to achieve the highest structural coverage. Generally, our experimental results
showed that a packet set with higher structural coverage
has higher fault-detection capability (i.e., detecting more
injected faults). Our experimental results showed that a reduced packet set (maintaining the same level of structural
coverage with the corresponding original packet set) maintains similar fault-detection capability with the original set.
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